You are invited to Join the:

Security Research Initiative (SRI)
www.perpetuityresearch.com/security-research-initiative

Each year we design, research and report on a study addressing topics of importance to security.
We aim to develop insights on key issues to give you an advantage in your own work and to
facilitate industry learning and development. Direct benefits for members include: early access to
the latest research; being recognised as an industry leader; a presentation on the report of your
choice by Martin Gill; exclusive access to leadership meetings with the authors and other SRI
members and a free registration (worth £500) for the Secured Environments police certification
scheme. Other benefits include – your brand logo, website link and member recognition on all
reports and presentations.

Current Research: The next report is on the Buyer –Supplier Relationship in the Security
Sector. Relationships between corporate security, seeking solutions, and the security suppliers
providing them can be complex – and have not been examined in detail. This report looks at the
factors necessary to achieve a mutually beneficial relationship.
Future Project: The Offender Response to Security Measures – gives you an insight in to the
minds of offenders and how they plan for, overcome or avoid security measures.

Learn * Commercial Advantage * Catalyst of Change * Network
Endorsed by Security Leaders:
‘Great benefit that can make them and their clients more
successful.’
-

Geoff Zeidler (BSIA former Chairman)

‘I have seen the impact of Perpetuity Research’s SRI and I have
heard how the Security community respects the outcomes. The
Security Institute values it’s partnership with Perpetuity and will
continue to support future research at every opportunity.’
-

Rick Mountfield (Chief Executive, The Security Institute)

For more details contact:
Martin Gill
0774 028 4286
m.gill@perpetuityresearch.com

Membership costs: £2500 (ex VAT)
p.a. for companies of up to 250
employees or £5000 (ex VAT) p.a. for
larger companies.
For more details contact: Martin Gill -
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